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The Grasshopper definition is design to create an editble 
surface based on paramaters derived from the material 
testing. It also follows the rule of less parts with minimal 
material

Definition Part A: Creates an array of lines that are the base grid line system of the 
surface. At this stage the definition has set of parameters that can be adjusted to 
define the size of the grid and spacing between gridlines.

Definition Part B: Creates sets of attractor points that will define the geometry by 
pushing and pulling the base grid line system. At this stage the definition has a set 
of parameters that can be adjusted to define the location of the attractor point 
within the area of the grid line system and the ‘Z axis’ or the force that each 
attractor point can pull is also defined at this stage.

Definition Part C: Merges the grid line system with the attractor vectors to create a 
new set of lines.

A section profile is swept through the lines. The profile was derived from testing the 
structural strength of diferent sections. An array of horizontal panels is created.

Definition Part D: Takes the horrizontal panel system and cuts it down into 12’ long 
tiles that then can be taken into production.

Part A

Part B

Part C

Part D



STRENGHT TEST
PROCEDURE
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STRENGTH TEST
RESULTS
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Flexure STrenght Test:

This method is similar to ASTM “AASHTO T 177” 
and covers the procedure for determining the 
flexural strength of concrete by the use of a 
simple beam with centerpoint loading.

Setup: 

The center-point loading method shall be used 
in the laboratory. The testing machine shall 
conform to the requirements of Sections 15, 16, 
and 17 of the MetHods of Verification of Testing 
Machines (AASHTO T 67). In the field, a manu-
ally operated calibrated jack shall be used in 
conjunction with the field testing machine sup-
plied by the Regional Materials Engineer. The 
apparatus shall incorporate the following 
requirements. The load shall be applied at the 
center point of the span, normal to the loaded 
surface of the beam, employing bearing 
blocks designed to ensure that forces applied 
to the beam will be vertical only and applied 
without eccentricity. The direction of the reac-
tions shall be parallel to the direction of the 
applied load at all times during the test. The 
load shall be applied at a uniform rate and in 
such a manner as to avoid shock. The edges of 
the load-applying block and of the supports 
shall not depart from a plane by more than 
.002 in. (0.051 mm).
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IMPACT TEST
PROCEDURE

IMPACT TEST
RESULTS

Concrete Patcher: 2 ft Concrete + Non-shrink Grout: 1 ft Concrete + Non-shrink Grout + 8Oz Poraver: 1 ft Concrete + Poraver + Microfiber + Carbonfiber: 2 ft Hydrostone + Carbonfiber: 2 ft

Hydrostone + Glass fiber mesh: 1 ft Hydrostone: 1 ft Hydrostone + Microfiber: 2 ft Hydrostone + 2.5Oz Poraver: 1 ft Hydrostone + Microfiber + 2.5Oz Poraver: 1 ft

Hydrostone + Microfiber + 8Oz Poraver: 1 ft Forton: 2 ft Ductal: 1 ft

Impact resistance test:

The impact test was based on the “Falling Ball 
Impact Test ASTM D 1037”. The procedure and setup 
was improvised for our 12x12 in panels to test the 
edge brittleness. This test was important to varify 
how well the panels can be handeled while install-
ing or maintenance; whether their edges would 
chip off easily or not.

The setup consisted of heights ranging form 1ft to 5ft 
from which a heavy point was dropped to the edge 
of the panels until it chipped. The heavy point was 
dropped 5 times maximum for each height.
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PANEL
 PROFILING

As a horizontal clading 
system it is a neccesity that 
every panel should use 
minimal material. In order 
to accomplish this a variety 
of profiles were tested in 
order to find the perfor-
mance capacities of each 
geometry. 

Profile
Precidents

Candela Felix - 1951

Ras-Martin Flower Shop - Sinusodial slab

Luigi Nervi 

Gatti Wool Factory, Rome -  Ribs following the isostatic lines of the principal bending moments.

Antoni Gaudi

Casa Mila - Parabolic arch

Flat Panel:

Benefits: Minimal volume cuts down 
on amount of material needed. 

Drawbacks: Homogonus shape does 
nothing to maximize performance. 

Ribbed / Joist Panel:

Benefits: Shape draws upon concept 
behind t-beams by useing com-
bined strenght of flange and beams 
to ultimately minimize volume. 

Drawbacks: Increased surface area 
increases the difficulty of removal 
from mold. 

Flat Panel with Edge Channel:

Benefits: The channel provides 
stiffness to the edges as well as 
suspension supports.

Drawbacks: The center of the panel 
is still prone to bending moment.

Sinusodial Panel:

Benefits: Increases stiffness by 
transferring load through the 
curves. Due to small arch-like curves, 
the risk of buckling decreases. 

Drawbacks: Increased surface area 
therefore increasing weight per 
panel.

Parabolic Panel:

Benefits: Increases stiffness due to 
better load transfer through the 
arch. 

Drawbacks: Increasing the height of 
the arch will increase the chance of 
buckling therefore precise calcula-
tion is required.
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PROFILE TEST
RESULTS

PROFILE TEST
PROCEDURE

Flat  Panel:

Weight: 8 lb
Load: 150 lb
Displacement: 1.88 in

Flat Panel with Edge Channel:

Weight: 8.88 lb
Load: 473.66 lb
Displacement: 0.38 in

Ribbed / Joist Panel:

Weight: 11.88 lb
Load: 603.66 lb
Displacement: 0.13 in

Sinusodial Panel:

Weight: 10.75 lb
Load: 553.66 lb
Displacement: 0.31 in

Parabolic Panel:

Weight: 12.46 lb
Load: 323.4 lb
Displacement: 0.19 in

Profile & Span Test:

The profile and span performance was tested by 
improvising a setup that is similar to the three point 
flexure streght that was previously done to test the 
strength of the materials. 

Setup:

The 3x1ft panels were placed on two points and 
loads were put on the center of the panels until the 
panels cracked or were broken. The Displacement 
of the panels were also recorded to check how 
much the panels will deflect before cracking.
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8’ MOLD
PRODUCTION

PROCESS

12’ MOLD
PRODUCTION

PROCESS



Boutique ceiling

PANEL
INSTALLATIONS
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The thin casted panels could be used in different architectural spaces such as boutique ceiling, apartments, reception areas, as well as restaurants among many other spaces. 

These panels will act as a space defying and acoustically performaitve  medium. As mentioned perviously, they may act 

Panels can be used in a variety of programms. Their modular and customizable properties allow them to be used singularly or on a system.

Cost estimation:

CNC MILLING: 16 HOURS X $100 = $1600

MAN HOURS: 3 WORKERS X 4-8 HOUR 

DAYS = 96 HOURS OF PRODUCTION X $15 

AN HOUR = $1440

XPS FOAM: 3 4’X8’ SHEETS @ $60 A SHEET  

+  $50 DELIVERY CHARGES = $230

FORTON : 1/2 KIT TO CREATE 24SQ-FT @ 

$263 A KIT = $132

EPSION : $153

WOOD: 2 4”X8” PLYWOOD SHEETS @ $16, 4 

2”X4” @ $3, 6 1”X1” @ $2 = $56

MISC:(WASHERS, WAX, SCREWS, SPACKLE) 

= $50

TOTAL: $3661| COST PER SQUARE FOOT : 24 

SQ-FT = $152 

IF USED IN CAFE @ 300 SF X $152 = $45,600

Apartment focal ceiling

Reception area

Restaurants



CAFE 
INSTALLATION
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